Rewrite conv-conds.c in C++

Status: New
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Evan Ramos
Category: 
Target version: 6.9.1
Start date: 09/28/2018
Due date:
% Done: 0%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Spent time: 0.00 hour

Description
Once we switch Converse over to C++, we can rewrite the data structures in conv-conds.c with STL containers rather than the homegrown C lists and heap used there.

History
#1 - 09/28/2018 01:19 PM - Evan Ramos
- Assignee set to Evan Ramos

#2 - 09/28/2018 01:20 PM - Evan Ramos
- Target version set to 6.9.1